Let P(z) be a polynomial in one complex variable, with complex coefficients, and let z,... ,z, be its zeros. Assume, by normalization, that P(0)= 1. The direct path from 0 to the root zy is the set P(tzj), 0 < < }. We are interested in the altitude of this path, which is [P(tzy)[. We show that there is always a zero towards which the direct path declines near 0, which means IP(tzj)l < IP(0)I if is small enough. However, starting with degree 5, there are polynomials for which no direct path constantly remains below the altitude 1.
Although many algorithms exist which, starting at a given point z0 in the complex plane, find the zeros of a given polynomial, none of them is completely satisfactory, neither in theory nor in practice.
In practice, the most widely used are variations upon Newton's method, Traub-Jenkins algorithm [3] and Sch6nhage's algorithm [5] . They 
where n 0 and is Bombieri's norm of P (see [1] ). Many other estimates of r exist in the literature, for instance due to Cauchy (see [4] ), sometimes weaker than (1), sometimes stronger, but nobody knows for which polynomials which one is best.
Another general information was given by Smale [6] . Let P(z) be a polynomial, zl,... ,zn its roots, all different from 0. Then, for one of the zeros, say zj, one has 
for all t, 0 < < e.
(2 
But (6) 
and we want to show that there is a zero z for which Re(ao&cj k) < 0.
This condition can be rewritten, with/3 1/z:
We let S1 Y'i"=l/3i, $2 Ei,<i2/i,i2, and so on until Sk 'i, <'"<it/il""" flik"
The quantity S k can be written
where R is a polynomial in $1,..., Sk_ with no constant term, and C is a constant (independent of P) which we now determine.
To this aim, we take fly=e 2ij'/k, j=0,...,k-1. Then S1 Sk-0, and Sk =/1"" k e2br(l+2+'"+k)/k (--1)k+l, SO C (-1)g/k, and formula (10) 
which proves (9) and finishes the proof of the first part of the theorem.
The proof ofthe second part will rely upon the ideas wejust presented. Let us come back to the case al 0. We have seen in formula (5) which shows that there cannot be in (14) a bound C independent of the degree; moreover, the bound must be at least exponential in the degree.
